CO Statewide Enrollment [1]

ABOUT THIS VISUALIZATION: This data visualization summarizes statewide student headcount enrollment and FTE and allows for viewing enrollment by governing board, residency, and student level. Source of data is the Colorado Department of Higher Education (CDHE). This data visualization was created by the CU System Institutional Research. Additional details are provided within the visualization.

Should you have questions or comments on this data, please contact IR@cu.edu [4].

Statewide Student FTE, by Governing Board

FTE Calculation Shown: Number of full-time undergraduate students (30 credit hours = 1 SFTE); graduate students (24 credit hours = 1 SFTE)
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Data Source: CDHE, Colorado Department of Higher Education
Data Prepared by CU System Institutional Research
Data source: Data prepared by CU System Institutional Research.
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